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1.0    Introduction

1.1 OVERVIEW

Over the course of 1996, the City of Kelowna prepared a Shore Zone Plan which
provided policy direction for the City’s entire Lake Okanagan Shore Zone. That plan
recognized the complex nature of the Inner City Shore Zone and therefore recommended
more detailed study of the area.

Kelowna’s Inner City Shore Zone represents a fairly small segment (2 km) of the City’s
32 km frontage along Lake Okanagan. This small area is, however, the most extensively
utilized portion of the City’s waterfront.

The current heavy usage of this area and the tremendous potential for this part of town to
fulfill even greater functions in the future, led Kelowna City Council to direct preparation
of a plan to guide future initiatives.

In November 1996, the City of Kelowna commissioned Urban Systems Ltd. (Kelowna) to
provide recommendations regarding the use and design of the area between City Park and
the Brandt Creek wetland area (see Figure 2.1 for delineation of study area).

Issues to be considered in preparation of the study included:

• Public Access
• Linkages
• Programming for Public Use
• Urban Context and Image

• Transportation
• Existing Waterfront Buildings
• Integration of Uses
• Fit with Related Planning Objectives

A number of these issues have already been dealt with in other City documents, which
have been consulted in the preparation of this plan. The relevant documents include:

• Official Community Plan (1995)
• Okanagan Lake Shore Zone Plan (1997)
• Kelowna Downtown Plan (in progress)
• Sutherland Bay Concept Plan (1998)
• Social Plan (1996)
• Downtown Facade Guidelines (1995)
• Kelowna Centre Plan (1992)
• Transportation Plan (1995)
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• The Downtown Traffic Plan (1997)
• The Multi-Purpose Facility Traffic Study (Draft)
• Kelowna Centre Streetscape Improvement Study (1994)
• North End Neighbourhood Structure Plan (1994)
• North Central Area Plan (1993)

Appendix A summarizes the information from these plans that is relevant to the Inner
City Shore Zone.

1.2 PLANNING PROCESS

Under the direction of the City of Kelowna Planning Department and the Inner City
Shore Zone Plan Advisory Committee, Urban Systems Ltd. and Architectura (a multi-
disciplinary consulting team) began research into issues related to management of the
Inner City Shore Zone.

A Visioning Workshop/Brainstorming session attended by committee members,
interdepartmental staff, and the consultants resulted in the development a Mission
statement and the identification of supporting goals and objectives. The ideas generated
at this session were subsequently taken to a public Open House to obtain wider
community input. The following Mission Statement reflects those initiatives:

Mission Statement
Kelowna will again celebrate and sustain the history, vibrancy and diversity of its
downtown lakefront. The shore zone should have vitality, value and be a source of civic
pride year round. Community-based vitality will ensure that the Inner City Shore Zone
remains an attraction to visitors.

Supporting goals focus on the three specific directives referenced in the Mission
Statement: history, vibrancy and diversity. The specified objectives define how the goals
might best be achieved.

1. Goal: To acknowledge the history of Kelowna’s waterfront as a function of
early commerce, social activity and a link to the outside world, and to
establish an identity for the area which has historic and current
meaning to the community.

Objectives: Encourage visual images which are symbolic of historic
waterfront uses.

Encourage uses along the waterfront which are symbolic of the
commercial and social activities which once thrived there.
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Explore opportunities which suggest historic patterns of use (piers,
wharves, the coming and going of watercraft, etc.). Provide
opportunities along the waterfront for historic interpretation.

2. Goal: To create vitality and vibrancy on Kelowna’s waterfront. (This has
proven essential to the success of other downtown waterfronts).

Objectives: Utilize interesting rhythms, shapes, colours, and varying scales
of features or objects to complement and provide contrast along
the waterfront).

Ensure smooth, functional and aesthetic transitions between
active and passive space as one moves toward or along the
waterfront.

Ensure a constant variety and diversity of features along horizontal
and vertical planes.

Create opportunities for spaces and viewscapes which are complex,
layered and interwoven.

Encourage a lively environment along the waterfront, which spills
over to adjacent waterside and landside areas in a manner that breaks
down the perception of boundaries.

Encourage opportunities which will introduce “change”, “elements of
surprise” and “ opportunities for discovery” along the waterfront.

Encourage use of the Shore Zone by ensuring safe, friendly, and
convenient access to the area for vehicles, transit, bicycles, and
pedestrians.

3. Goal: To ensure long-term, historic, social, and economic diversity of the
lakefront. Enable corporate sponsorship and partnering opportunities
which meet the goals and objectives of the waterfront plan.

Objectives: Design spaces which are flexible in use over varying time periods
(hourly, daily, seasonally, and over longer periods of time).

Encourage continuous public input and partnerships to enhance
community ownership of the waterfront.

After reaching reasonable consensus on the goals and objectives of the Plan, Urban Systems Ltd.
prepared conceptual designs reflecting the established criteria. These concepts were presented to
the public at an Open House. The feedback from the public, Advisory Committee members and
staff helped fine-tune the conceptual designs and policies summarized in this document.
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2.0    Description of Plan Area
Although relatively small in area, the Inner City Shore Zone includes many diverse uses. These
uses include:

• Tourism (Fintry Queen, the Sails, the Rhapsody Plaza, Ogopogo, bus tours, etc.);

• Water related commerce (marinas, float planes, boat houses, etc.);

• Water related recreation (swimming, boating, parasailing, water skiing, jet skiing);

• Land based recreation (beach volley ball, walking, bicycling, jogging, picnicking,
rollerblading, water park, skateboard park);

• Land based commerce (restaurants/pubs, seasonal vendors, yacht club, hotels);

• Community facilities (Senior’s Centre);

• Environmental protection and enhancement (Brandt Creek Marsh).

To properly plan for the Inner City area, it is necessary to understand the context in which these
uses take place.

2.1 LOCATION AND PLAN AREA

The Inner City Shore
Zone Plan study area
includes the lakefront
between the Sails (at
the foot of Bernard
Avenue) and the
northern boundary of
the Rotary Marshes
at Brandt Creek (See
Figure 2.1).

FIGURE 2.1 STUDY AREA
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2.2 PLAN SUB-AREAS

Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek

This 2 hectare site is a rehabilitated wetland environment and nature conservatory at the
mouth of Brandt Creek which provides some compensation for the many natural wetlands
lost due to rapid urban expansion. Marsh ponds and “nature-scaping” provide bird and
wildlife habitat and  improve the quality of water entering Okanagan Lake. Boardwalks
and pathways have been added to enhance the public’s enjoyment of this natural area.
Within the context of the Inner City Shore Zone, this area is an ideal staging area and
point of orientation for those approaching the lakefront from the North End. (See Figure
2.2 for location map)

Figure 2.3 is representative of the existing character of the area.

Within the plan boundaries, there are four distinct areas which are related to adjacent areas but
which, in themselves, have unique qualities. These areas are described from north to south as
follows.

FIGURE 2.2 LOCATION OF ROTARY MARSHES AT BRANDT CREEK
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Waterfront Park

Waterfront Park was jointly initiated and developed by the City of Kelowna, the
Okanagan Grand Hotel, and the Lakepoint Management Corp. residential developers.
This highly manicured and well-maintained 6 ha park was created on formerly derelict
industrial waterfront.  Today, the park includes the following:

• A wide and formal promenade in front of the Grand Hotel;
• A swimming/sun bathing beach;
• Change rooms and food concession kiosk;
• Lagoons accessible via a boat lock;
• Waterfalls and recirculating streams;
• A perimeter boardwalk and viewing platform;
• Benches and picnic area;
• An island stage;
• Passive seating and relaxation areas;
• Ornamental gardens;
• The Rhapsody fountain and plaza;
• Seating berms which allow good vantage points for observing lake activity.

Figure 2.4. provides a location map of this area.  Figure 2.5 is representative of the
existing character of Waterfront Park.

FIGURE 2.3 EXISTING CHARACTER OF  ROTARY MARSHES AT BRANDT CREEK
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FIGURE 2.4 WATERFRONT PARK LOCATION PLAN

FIGURE 2.5 EXISTING CHARACTER OF  WATERFRONT PARK
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Waterfront Park provides an open space refuge in a high-density urban core. The park
complements and provides a dynamic polarity to the open space provided by City Park to
the south.

In future, it will be important to improve pedestrian linkages to the adjacent North End
neighbourhood and the Rotary Marshes.

Yacht Club and Former Law Courts
(Civic Core)

The civic core is at the heart of the institutional and cultural precincts.  There is strong
potential to be more responsive to this urban context.  In addition, the area could function
as a strong, central link between other waterfront areas.

This critical and central portion of the study area (see Figure 2.6) is also the least
developed in terms of “public” access and amenities.  Parking lots and a boat launch
disrupt the continuity of the waterfront walkway.  Adjacent lands are used by specific
groups (e.g. Yacht Club members, Seniors), rather than being available for general public
use. Views from Water Street tend to be “blocked” rather than “framed”.  The cultural
facilities along the west side of Water Street have not fully exploited their near-
waterfront location.

Figure 2.7 is representative of the character of this area.

FIGURE 2.6 YACHT CLUB & FORMER LAW COURTS LOCATION PLAN
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The former Court House building which is located in this area has been purchased by the
City with the intention that the building will be removed and the land utilized for park
purposes.  There are those in the community who have expressed interest in preserving
all or a portion of this building.  (Some are interested in preservation for heritage reasons,
others for reasons of wanting to ensure year-round vitality on the waterfront).

Kerry Park and The Sails

The Kerry Park area is strategically located at the base of downtown Kelowna’s main
shopping street between the civic precinct and City Park.  The diverse uses of this area
(the marina, parking lots, the Sails plaza, Ogopogo, the Royal Trust building and Kerry
Park) currently relate poorly to each other.  The open space tends to be ill-defined and
comprised of a series of “left-over” spaces and the walkways are disjointed and of
insufficient width for an area which often becomes congested. With redevelopment of
this area, there is the potential to create an exciting and vibrant environment.

FIGURE 2.7 EXISTING CHARACTER OF YACHT CLUB AREA
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FIGURE 2.8 KERRY PARK LOCATION PLAN

FIGURE 2.9 EXISTING CHARACTER OF KERRY PARK
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2.3 RELATIONSHIP TO ADJACENT AREAS

Site planning and design decisions will naturally be influenced by conditions in the areas
adjacent to the shore zone. The following paragraphs describe the precincts surrounding the
Inner City Shore Zone and summarize the resulting implications and opportunities.

Mixed Use Area (C.N. Lands)

This area, adjacent to the north end of the Inner City Shore Zone Plan area, is currently
zoned for industrial use (see Figure 2.10). However, the Official Community Plan
designates this area for future mixed-use residential/commercial development. The
owners of these lands are currently preparing an Area Structure Plan in preparation for
such future development.  Development in this area will attract new residents and
businesses and consequently increase the importance of open space and recreational
amenities.  In light of such increased demands, it is recommended that the redevelopment
of this area incorporate linear park connections between the Inner City Shore Zone and
points to the north and east (e.g. Sutherland Bay, Knox Mtn. Park etc.) Recreational,
cultural, and commercial opportunities along the linear park would enhance vitality in the
area and generate the opportunity and desire for pedestrian movement between the
waterfront and other parts of the City.

FIGURE 2.10 C.N. LANDS AREA
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The Civic Core

The Civic Core contains primarily cultural and institutional facilities.

The rapidly-evolving cultural precinct (a two block area bounded by Water Street,
Clement Avenue, Ellis Street and Doyle Avenue) includes the Kelowna Library, the
Kelowna Orchard and Wine Museums, the Kelowna Centennial Museum, the Art
Gallery, and the Community Theatre.  The Shore Zone could build on the connections to
the Civic Core by adding complementary uses such as public art, historic interpretation,
and outdoor stages.

The institutional precinct consists of City Hall, the new Law Courts, the Regional Health
building and the R.C.M.P. Headquarters. These formal uses attract activity primarily
during daylight and working hours.  The adjacent Shore Zone could build on the
institutional context by providing more formal and ceremonial space related to civic
gatherings and public assemblies.

FIGURE 2.11 EXISTING CHARACTER OF C.N. LANDS
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FIGURE 2.12 CIVIC CORE AREA

FIGURE 2.13 EXISTING CHARACTER OF CIVIC CORE AREA
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The Downtown Plan Area

The interface between the Downtown Plan area and the Inner City Shore Zone occurs
along Abbott Street, Bernard Avenue, Mill Street and Queensway Avenue.  The Shore
Zone can benefit from the vitality generated from the downtown’s interesting mix of
retail, personal service, office, entertainment, recreation, and tourism/hotel/restaurant
activities.  Benefits can be maximized by ensuring that the Shore Zone along the
downtown is developed in a manner that respects the urban heritage character of the
Bernard Avenue area (e.g. use of appropriate architectural elements, use of hard surface
paving and use of a formal design approach).

FIGURE 2.14 DOWNTOWN PLAN AREA

FIGURE 2.15 EXISTING CHARACTER OF DOWNTOWN PLAN AREA
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North Shore of City Park (Cold Sands Beach)

City Park is Kelowna’s premier City-wide civic park (see Figure 2.16 for location map).
Shore Zone uses within this park include a formal waterfront walkway, restaurant/café,
concession, washrooms, beach and a small day-use boat docking area. Figure 2.17 shows
what the area looks like today.  The North Shore of City Park links internal park
functions and the commercial, civic, and cultural precincts of Kelowna’s urban core.

FIGURE 2.17 EXISTING CHARACTER OF THE
                                                                      NORTH SHORE OF CITY PARK

FIGURE 2.16 NORTHSHORE AREA OF CITY PARK AREA
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3.0   Planning Considerations
The Inner City Shore Zone is a special part of Kelowna and, as such, demand for use of this area
is high. The following is a discussion of important issues that the Inner City Shore Zone Concept
Plan must consider in managing this demand.

3.1 PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS

Public consultation undertaken during preparation of this plan identified that residents
desire improvements to the waterfront pedestrian environment.  Improvements which
could be undertaken to fulfill such an objective include the following:

• Reducing the presence of automobiles to increase safety, decrease visual
pollution and increase pedestrian comfort along the waterfront;

• Locating parking away from the shore zone;

• Providing comfortable seating, drinking fountains, washroom facilities, shade
and other amenities of comfort;

FIGURE 3.1
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• Providing secure and convenient facilities for bicycle storage at major
destinations;

• Ensuring appropriate shore zone linkages from upland areas;
• Providing “pedestrian-friendly” linkages between parkades, the transit mall,

and shore zone attractions (linkages should provide clear directional signage,
pedestrian-friendly amenities and inviting environments which might include
interesting paving patterns, public art, banners etc.);

• Ensuring walkways and facilities address the needs of the visually and
physically impaired as well as the needs of young children and seniors;

• Improving signage and enhancing other  “way-finding” devices;
• Ensuring buildings, spaces and other facilities/amenities are of a “human

scale”;
• Providing for both destination-driven and recreational movement (walking,

jogging, and site-seeing experiences);
• Appropriately addressing  multiple uses along the waterfront pathway

(pedestrians, cyclists, disabled, in-line skaters);
• Attuning activity and urban design to the needs of pedestrians rather than the

vehicle;
• Utilizing non-reflective glazed facades to provide visual cues of the activity

within buildings in a manner that will engage the pedestrian;
• Devoting ground floor usage to water-related retail or visitor-oriented

services;
• Encouraging a critical mass of broadly-appealing pedestrian-based activities

and supporting land uses;
• Encouraging further programming of activities and events which draw people

into and along the shore zone;
• Encouraging activities or land uses which extend use of the shore zone over

longer periods (daily and seasonally);
• Encouraging physical site elements which interact with light, wind and water

movement, colour, sound and texture;
• Providing connections between waterfront attractions;
• Connecting waterfront pathways  to community-wide trail systems;
• Encouraging walking, bicycling, and other forms of non-motorized movement

as an alternative to travel by automobile;
• Ensuring safety is addressed where there are movement conflicts; and
• Providing a variety of short trip loops, and longer routes for extended travel.
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3.2 VEHICLE ACCESS, PARKING AND TRANSIT

Pressure on existing roads and parking spaces will undoubtedly increase as Kelowna’s
downtown core expands and as the shore zone is enhanced for public gatherings and
events.  The City of Kelowna has proposed a number of changes which could help
manage the anticipated demands:

1. Converting Water Street into a one-way street (southbound) and Richter Street into a
one-way street (northbound) to improvement traffic flow;

2. Modifying the intersection of Highway 97 and Abbott Street to enhance turning
movements;

3. Providing additional parkades in the downtown area as demands grow;

FIGURE 3.2
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4. Constructing a Transit Mall at Queensway between Ellis Street and Pandosy Avenue
(this will provide a transit hub which will link all parts of Kelowna with the
waterfront); and

5. Improving bicycle route connections and providing secure bicycle storage along the
waterfront to help reduce dependency on vehicles and parking.

The above changes are among the recommendations that have been made through
previous studies.  The transportation studies most pertinent to the Inner City Shore Zone
area have been listed and summarized in Appendix A of this Plan.

3.3 TOUR BUSES

The tour bus industry plays an important role in tourism, traffic and the downtown
economy.   It is estimated that, in 1995, over 6,000 tour buses stopped at the “Sails”
plaza. The demand for facilities to accommodate tour buses continues to increase.
Related issues are well-documented in the “Downtown Kelowna Tour Bus Study”
prepared by the Ward Consulting Group in the Spring of 1997.  Among the issues
identified in that study were the following:

• a lack of space for loading and unloading at the Sails;

• double parking and traffic interruptions at the Sails;

• insufficient sidewalk space to accommodate tourists and street vendors at the
Sails;

• the concentration of interest points located in the area of the Sails (Ogopogo,
Fintry Queen, the Sails fountain);

• poor regulatory signage related to tour bus operation;

• lack of parking facilities for tour buses waiting to pick up passengers;

• noise and fumes associated with tour buses;

• buses blocking views of local businesses.

Planning to meet tour bus needs is still in progress with both “on-site” and “remote”
locations being considered. Interim steps have been taken by providing tour bus parking
on the west side of Water Street, across from City Hall. Further planning will address
long-term solutions.
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3.4 WATER RELATED USES

Offshore water activities such as boating, jet-skiing, parasailing etc. are attractive to both
participants and spectators.  As such, they add vitality to the waterfront.  These activities,
however, also generate demand for both offshore facilities (e.g. moorage) and upland
facilities (e.g. launch ramps, parking lots etc.).  The provision of such support facilities
can affect aesthetics and functionality of the waterfront.  It will be important to carefully
weigh the implications of providing for these uses when considering the extent to which
such uses should be accommodated.

3.5 MIX OF USES

The Inner City Shore Zone contains a variety of uses, the diversity of which have the
potential to provide an overall uniquely interesting waterfront experience.  In order to
maximize the benefits from the mixed use character of the waterfront, the following
approaches should be considered:

• Ensure that all pathways and spaces have a dominant “public” feel and
orientation;

FIGURE 3.3
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• Encourage “private” interests along the shore zone to avoid usage of hostile
security measures (e.g. barbed wire fences);

• Encourage visually and physically inviting and buildings and uses;

• Orient buildings and uses toward Lake Okanagan or onto walkways within the
shore zone;

• Prevent any single activity from dominating either the offshore or upland
portion of the shore zone;

• Balance active/passive and private/public uses and activities;

• Focus on lake-related activities and building character;

• Ensure that  available spaces can be  flexibly  programmed;

• Coordinate activities on the basis of “themes” [e.g. winter themes
(Winterfest), musical themes (Jazz festival), performing themes (play
festivals, buskers, etc.), water themes (Thunderfest/Regatta), athletic themes
(Ski to Sea, triathlons), etc.]

Inappropriate programming can result in conflicts between different uses. Examples of
existing conflicts which should be addressed include:

• The Water Street launch ramp which interferes with pedestrian flow;

• Parking lots which interrupt pedestrian access along the lake front;

• The staging area for the Fintry Queen which interrupts movement along the
lake front walkway; and

• The “private” context of the Yacht Club and former law courts.

FIGURE 3.4
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3.6 DESIGN LANGUAGE

Kelowna’s waterfront is gradually evolving from its industrial roots to play a more
recreational and commercial role. As the lakefront is reclaimed, distinct areas are
evolving - each with unique features and qualities. To help provide a strong overall
identity to the shore zone and provide order to what otherwise may appear to be an
eclectic arrangement of activities and space, there is a need to provide uniform visual and
functional elements along the waterfront.  To achieve this, the following should be
considered:

• Utilize uniform street furniture and pedestrian-oriented amenities which have a
distinct “water-oriented” character;

• Utilize vertical elements to tie various spaces together (e.g. light standards, bollards
or tree plantings); and

• Incorporate a hierarchy of uniform signage to provide direction, identification,
regulation of use, and information along the shore zone. Special signage providing
interpretation or commemorative opportunities should also be considered.

3.7 PROTECTION OF AESTHETIC VALUES ASSOCIATED WITH
         OKANAGAN LAKE

Okanagan Lake provides a beautiful setting, which is a natural attraction for both
residents and visitors.  Given the appeal of the Shore Zone’s natural setting, it is
important to ensure that future actions do not compromise the aesthetic environment.
Marinas and tour boats can provide interest along the shore zone.  These elements can,
however, if overstated, block views, interrupt sightlines, and contribute to a “cluttered”
feel.  Balance between the preservation of natural beauty and the provision of amenities
can be achieved by:

• Limiting the amount of waterside activity to ensure that marinas, tour boats,
houseboats, etc. do not dominate views of the waterfront;

• Positioning waterside amenities in locations which will have the least impact on
views and in a manner that provides a sense of order along the foreshore;

• Appropriately designing (form, character and scale) waterside amenities; and

• Orienting facilities (e.g. boat moorage) in a manner that will frame views rather than
block them (i.e. in rows perpendicular rather than parallel to the shoreline).
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3.8 SOCIAL ASPECTS

As the Inner City Shore Zone takes
on a stronger role as a city-wide
public amenity, more emphasis will
need to be placed on social issues
such as:

• The need to provide more
recreational opportunities for
residents in the immediate area;

• The need for more recreational
opportunities for seniors such as
bocci, shuffle board, horse shoe
pits, comfortable seating, rest
nodes, drinking fountains, etc.;

• The need to enhance access and
recreational opportunities for the
physically and visually impaired;

• The need to provide additional
family-oriented amenities
including change tables in
washrooms, walkways that
accommodate strollers and
activities for younger children;

• The need to enhance activities
and programs for youth.

In all of the above, it is important that the physical design of space and the selection of
materials address personal needs for safety and security, human comfort and human
scale.  Physical designs should create opportunities for social interaction and provide
access for all age groups and abilities.

FIGURE 3.5
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3.9 PRIVATE-SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS

The private sector has expressed keen interest in developing portions of Kelowna’s Inner
City Shore Zone. The City of Kelowna has received both formal and informal proposals
or expressions of interest for various types of development (e.g. marinas, a marine pub,
boutique commercial, restaurants/cafes, and tour boat moorage).

The formation of partnerships could benefit both private and public interests. To ensure
that the overall vision for the waterfront is not compromised, it will be important to
carefully evaluate each proposal against city-wide and site-specific objectives for
enhancing the waterfront. Some developments may not be in the broader public interest.
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4.0 The Concept Plan - Functional 
Recommendations

This Plan has thus far dealt with background conditions and planning considerations.  Chapter 4
is the first of two chapters dealing with recommendations.  In this Chapter, the focus will be on
providing recommendations that apply equally to several areas within the Inner City Shore Zone.
Chapter 5 deals with recommendations that pertain to specific subareas.

4.1 ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

All modes of transportation (pedestrians, bicycles, transit, private vehicles) will place
increased demands on public infrastructure as the Downtown, Cultural District, and Inner
City Shore Zone evolve.  This section addresses how the transportation system can best
accommodate each mode of transportation.

Important points of access to the waterfront are indicated on Figure 4.1.

FIGURE 4.1 WATERFRONT ACCESS POINTS
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Pedestrians and Bicyclists

In support of Kelowna’s quest for a pedestrian-oriented shore zone (and in an effort to
reduce the need for automobile access), on-site circulation should focus on enhancing the
environment for walkers, joggers, bicyclists and other forms of non-motorized transit.
This can be achieved in the following ways:

• Providing a continuous waterfront walkway where current linkages are poor
or missing;

• Removing parking at the former law courts and reducing parking at the Yacht
Club/Seniors lot on Water Street to enhance pedestrian connections;

• Enhancing pedestrian signage, sight lines and other visual cues to help orient
users;

• Providing visual clues and symbolic gateway features to encourage and guide
movement toward the waterfront [e.g. at the City Park pedestrian underpass,
the bridge area at Rhapsody Plaza (Waterfront Park), the entrance to the
Rotary Marshes on Sunset Drive, and other areas where sidewalks run
perpendicular to Okanagan Lake and terminate at the Inner City Shore Zone].

• Enhancing pedestrian and cyclist amenities such as bike storage, shaded rest
areas, boardwalks, restrooms, etc;

• Enhancing street corners and providing paving stone crosswalks at major
access points leading to the shore zone area;

• Providing “special character” walkways which complement the area through
which they pass (e.g. boardwalks along the waterfront, different treatments in
the plazas at Kerry Park and the Civic Plaza in front of City Hall, etc.);

• Providing stronger pedestrian/bicycle connections to neighbouring areas;

• Considering minor reconfiguration and incorporation of paving stones or
coloured and textured asphalt at the corners of Abbott Street and Bernard
Avenue to de-emphasize vehicular use of this area and enhance the pedestrian
environment and safety;

• Closing Mill Street between Queensway Avenue and Bernard Avenue to
further enhance the pedestrian realm in this area (this would first require a
thorough evaluation of traffic and business impacts);

• Widening existing waterfront walkways to ensure safe multi-modal access
[Sufficient walkway width will enable all users to enjoy the waterfront
experience without the need to delineate between different modes of access.
Signage will reinforce the amiable co-existence of various users and the use of
friendly patrols (biz patrol or a community based bicycle patrol) can be used
to help encourage appropriate use of the pathway system within the Inner
City];
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A walkway of 7-8 metres width should provide sufficient space for
pedestrians and cyclists to co-exist without conflict.  The promenade by the
Grand Hotel is a prime example of how co-existing multi-modal pathways can
work without the need for heavy regulation and segregation.  However, if in
the future, increased usage and conflicts result, the use of informal visual
cues, such as islands of rest nodes and simple signage, can be introduced to
separate competing uses.  Figure 4.2 illustrates one example of how this could
work without the need of a centre-line and pavement graphics or the use of
different paving materials to indicate separation of uses.

Public Transit/Tour Buses
Buses have the potential to bring large numbers of people to the Inner City Shore Zone with
less impact on the urban land base (roads, parking etc.) than would be the case if more cars
were to be accommodated.  It is therefore recommended that transit usage be encouraged.
The following measures can be taken to achieve this:

• Enhance pedestrian connections between the shore and the Queensway transit
mall;

• Provide remote parking and shuttles during major events;

FIGURE 4.2 INFORMAL SEPARATION OF PEDESTRIANS AND CYCLISTS
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• Provide for tour bus parking along the west side of Water Street, across from
City Hall (This should be considered a short-term arrangement.  In the long-
term, bus parking at this location will block significant views onto the
waterfront and will generate noise and exhaust fumes which will be
incompatible with the proposed Civic Plaza).

• Consider using any unneeded bus transfer zones on Bernard Avenue and Ellis
Street for tour bus parking or drop-off once the new transit mall is complete;

• Consider providing tour bus parking on Queensway between Water Street and
Mill Street (This should be considered a short-term arrangement.  In the long-
term, bus parking at this location will block significant views onto the
waterfront and will generate noise and exhaust fumes which will be
incompatible with the proposed Civic Plaza in this area).

• Provide additional and alternate tour bus parking in various locations along
the waterfront (this could include a tour bus drop-off area associated with the
proposed multi-purpose building on Water Street and Clement Avenue,
designated tour bus parking along Sunset Drive at the Rotary Marsh, and
remote parking for tour busses while waiting for tourists to be picked up);

Automobiles

Proposed improvements to the pedestrian/bicyclist and transit realms do not mean that
there is no role for the automobile. Vehicular circulation and access must still be
provided to:

• Move employees, shoppers and visitors in and out of the area;

• Service and maintain businesses and civic amenities in and around the area;
and

• Provide drop-off points.

One of the primary considerations when providing for the needs of those arriving by
automobile is the provision of adequate parking facilities.

Parking is currently available at a number of surface parking lots along the shore zone and
within the downtown area.  In addition to the surface lots, there are also two parkades (see
Figure 4.2.)  It is hoped that with enhanced public transit and better pedestrian/bicyclist
amenities, the demand for these facilities can be reduced.  The areas now used for surface
parking lots could then be utilized for other purposes, as outlined in Chapter 5.  With respect
to parking facilities, this Plan recommends the following:
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• remove or reduce waterfront surface parking lots in order to enhance the pedestrian
realm along the waterfront (e.g. the Yacht Club/Senior’s Centre parking lot and the
parking lots associated with the former law courts);

• reconfigure and ultimately remove the parking lot at the deep keel boat launch. This
would provide more green space along the waterfront and allow more opportunity for
the development of an urban plaza; and

• remove parking from the corner of Abbott Street and Bernard Avenue along the
southeast side of the street.

The above measures would result in the loss of approximately 65 parking stalls.  It is
recommended that waterfront parking facilities not be removed until the City can either
reduce parking demand by increased usage of other means of transportation or by providing
additional parking spaces away from the waterfront [e.g. additional parkade space or
additional parking on nearby streets (e.g. Mill Street)]

FIGURE 4.3 PARKING
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4.2 VIEWS

The Inner City Shore Zone offers a number of spectacular views (see Figure 4.4 for
diagram of key view corridors).  Shore Zone views can, for the sake of analysis, be
categorized into three types:

1. Views along the Shore Zone (e.g. from Waterfront Park to City Park)

2. Views of the Shore Zone from adjacent upland areas

3. Views of Okanagan Lake and water activities

Visual Attractions along the Shore Zone (A “String of Pearls”)

Views along the Shore Zone
Views of nearby visual attractions can progressively entice movement from one feature to
another. Maximizing vantage points therefore increases the possibility that people will notice
any particular amenity or activity and thereby increases the likelihood of it being visited.

FIGURE 4.4 MAJOR VIEW CORRIDORS
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Views of the Shore Zone from adjacent Upland Areas

It is also important to allow people to “discover” the shore zone from upland vantage
points. For this reason, view corridors perpendicular to the shore zone and along
roadways and sidewalks should be enhanced. This can be achieved by leaving view
corridors toward Lake Okanagan as uninterrupted as possible. Vertical features which
provide visual clues that the waterfront is accessible should be created at the terminus of
view corridors where natural clues are not available.  An excellent example of this exists
at the base of Bernard Avenue where the Sails (a water related image) can be seen several
blocks before the waterfront is reached by those travelling both north and west.

Rooftop activities should be encouraged where lake front panoramic views can be
provided. Roof-top cafes, restaurants and public patios could be incorporated into the
renovations or redevelopments of buildings fronting Okanagan Lake. Existing examples
include Coyote’s and Earl’s restaurants. More creative approaches to public places might
include an observation/interpretive station on top of parking garages, a roof-top
lounge/intermission area associated with any expansion of the Community Theatre, or a
roof-top reception area to be associated with the development of a multi-purpose facility.

Views of Okanagan Lake and Water Activities

Offshore uses can help animate lake views.  At the same time, amenities such as wharves,
marinas and tour boats (which add a dynamic quality to the foreshore) can also compete
with or block these views. For this reason, a balance is required to provide a sensitive
interplay between natural and urban offshore amenities.

4.3 ARTS AND CULTURAL FACILITIES

Public art and cultural opportunities humanize and animate the urban environment.
Enhanced public art and culture can also have economic impacts by fostering cultural
tourism and spurring business start-ups.  This Plan recommends the following
improvements to take advantage of available opportunities.

Existing Island Stage (Waterfront Park)

A stage and grass-sloped viewing area are located on a small island at the centre of
Waterfront Park.  This informal outdoor amphitheater can be utilized for both
programmed events and impromptu activities. Improvements to this amenity will enhance
functionality and increase audience comfort. This in turn will allow for a wider range of
performances and better-attended venues.  Improvements should include:
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− dressing rooms
− lighting
− sound system
− on-site toilets
− drinking fountains
− better defined seating area

Proposed Sculpture Garden (near Yacht Club/Senior’s Centre)

The waterfront along the Senior’s Centre parking lot currently offers little in the way of
land-based visual interest.  Removal of two rows of parking and a driving lane from the
Yacht Club/Senior’s Centre parking lot could facilitate a wide waterfront walkway and a
15 meter-wide green buffer.  The buffer area would be ideal for temporary or permanent
displays of public sculpture.

Possible “Tug Boat” #6 Museum (at Public Wharf)

The early growth of Kelowna was closely related to watercraft which brought
transportation, supplies and news.  A modest marine museum would help reconnect the
citizens of Kelowna with the heritage of the waterfront.  Such a museum could be based
on a historic vessel such as Tug Boat #6.  The public wharf discussed in Chapter 5 could
conceivably provide a home for such an historic vessel.

Enhanced Art in the Park

The current informal display of art currently located on a seasonal basis between the Sails
fountain and the restaurant in City Park should be enhanced.

In addition to the widening of the walkway and the possible development of a more
formal “promenade” in the same area (discussed in Chapter 5), it is proposed that
formalized hard-surface pads and seasonal rain/shade structures be integrated along the
park side of the promenade for display and sales of art. During shoulder and “off”
seasons the pads could be converted to picnic or rest nodes. Formalizing this space will
legitimize the sale of art and provide a more user-friendly environment. Situated adjacent
to an extremely popular tourist destination and the commercial heart of downtown
Kelowna, the use of this space will attract people on their way into and out of City Park.

Floral Displays and Gardens

It is suggested that formal gardens be provided to frame the Civic Square proposed
between City Hall and Okanagan Lake (discussed in Chapter 5). These gardens could
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include seasonal and permanent displays which provide a form of “environmental art”. In
concert with such gardens, hanging baskets, rooftop gardens and other applications of
floral enrichment should be considered along the foreshore.

Programmed Activities

A large part of a community’s cultural identity results from programmed performances
and events. An objective of the Inner City Shore Zone is to provide space and staging
areas to facilitate such activities.  It is not the intent of this plan to prescribe the activities,
but rather to provide for spaces which will be flexible enough to accommodate a wide
range of uses. Programming of this space can come from a variety of sources, including
the Leisure Services Department, the Downtown Kelowna Association, local art and
cultural organizations and other interested groups. Performances, events, or displays
should be reviewed and coordinated by the Parks and Leisure Services Department.

4.4 INTERPRETIVE FACILITIES

Interpretive facilities can be used to nurture an appreciation of Kelowna’s natural history
and heritage. This plan recommends that three facilities be located along the Inner City
Shore Zone.  Each facility should a unique focus.

Locations and Themes of Interpretive Facilities

The potential location and theme for each interpretive facility is described below (Figure
4.5 illustrates the locations of the facilities):

FIGURE 4.5 MAJOR INTERPRETIVE OPPORTUNITIES
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The Okanagan Lake Interpretive Facility

This facility could focus on the natural history of Kelowna.

Location: Northwest point of City Park (due to the lake and hillside vantage points)

Features: • description of Okanagan Lake size, length, depth, hydrology, etc.
• descriptions of lake uses (past and present)
• identification and description of significant geological features
• interpretation of lake ecology and flora/fish habitat
• description of lake myths (Ogopogo)

Kelowna’s Shore Zone Heritage Interpretive Facility

This facility could highlight the water/land interface and historic patterns of urban growth
along the water’s edge.

Location: At the base of the proposed pier and adjacent to the deep keel boat
launch

Features: • description of importance of lake transportation to City’s early
growth

• description of historic boats and ferries used along the foreshore
• description of early trade, commerce and industry as it relates to the

lake and transportation

 Wetland Habitat Interpretive Facility

This facility would focus on waterfowl and related wetland flora and fauna habitat
associated with the Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek.

Location: Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek

Features: • description of local waterfowl habitat, nesting patterns, etc.
• description of floral ecosystems and symbiotic relationships with

fauna
• description of water hydraulics associated with delta formations
• description of the stormwater management function of the wetlands

(quantity and quality)
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Design of Interpretive Facilities

Each interpretive facility should adhere to the nautical images of the foreshore (symbolic
piles, steel tubing, rustic character and earth tones), provide comfortable seating and
overhead shade to be pedestrian-friendly; and be sufficiently large to be readily
noticeable.

Interpretive Sign Content and Design

The interpretive facilities should provide the following information in text and graphic
form:

• Site Information
− identification and greeting

• Theme Introduction
− overview of specific topic

• Theme Development
− detail of specific topic

 The following recommendations apply to the design of signs:

• signs should be made of high quality material which is durable and resistant to
weathering and physical damage (e.g. porcelain enamel with a high strength
plastic overlay);

• sign characteristics (size, logos, general format etc.) should be consistent;

• text should only be used where necessary;

• sign size, logos, and general format should be standardized;

• sign colours should be compatible with colours in landscape (primarily muted
earth tones); and

• sign frames and pedestals should be of a round “post and beam” form
constructed with rough dimensional lumber (weathered stain finish).

4.5 SITE FURNITURE, LIGHTING AND SIGNAGE

Site furniture, lighting and signage all have a role to play in making the waterfront more
“user-friendly”.  As such, these components can assist significantly in achieving the goal
of increasing vitality and vibrancy along the Inner City Shore Zone.
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Site Furniture

Interesting, inviting and comfortable site furniture will encourage more frequent and
longer visits. The following types of site furniture should be considered:

• seating
• litter receptacles
• tree guards
• tree grates
• bicycle racks
• pedestrian lighting
• banners
• paving treatments

Design

Site furniture in the Inner City area should be of a design that relates to the area context.
The nautical themes already used in Waterfront Park could, for example, be used along
the waterfront and in those upland areas that have distinct nautical flavours.  Site
furniture with historical themes would be most appropriately used in areas with heritage
or urban character.  The areas adjacent to the downtown core would therefore be good
candidates.  The use of “historical” types of furniture would serve to acknowledge the
role that this part of the waterfront once played as the commercial and industrial heart of
the City.  It would also help to establish a sensitive transition between the waterfront and
the City’s downtown core (See Figure 4.6 for examples of each type of furniture and
Figure 4.7 for the recommended areas of application).

   FIGURE 4.6 SITE FURNITURE THEMES
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Specific recommendations for site furniture are as follows:

Placement

Site furnishings should be placed in locations appropriate for the intended use.
Distances between seating should not exceed 100 meters (to meet the needs of
less ambulatory users). Seating should be grouped or arranged to encourage social
interaction.

It is recommended that the historical and waterfront themes not be mixed.  Each subarea
shown in Figure 4.7. should contain only one “theme” of furniture.  Such separation will
ensure that an eclectic appearance is not created. It will, of course, also be important to
ensure that visual clutter is not created through over use of either of these themes.

Site furniture should promote the identity of the Inner City Shore Zone by incorporating a
logo or symbol into the final design of each component.

Placement

Site furniture should be located to take advantage of unique settings and aesthetic views
(along the shore zone, across Lake Okanagan, and towards significant upland features).
Figure 4.4. shows major view corridors.

Furniture must be located in such a manner that it helps create comfortable and inviting
spaces. Care must be taken to ensure that furniture does not compete with requirements
for other site amenities.

FIGURE 4.7 THEME LOCATION PLAN
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Lighting

Lighting can be used to enhance safety, security and the aesthetic environment. Specific
recommendations for lighting are as follows:

Safety and Comfort

Adequate light levels should be provided along vehicular and pedestrian routes to ensure
clear and continuous visibility. Along all walks within the shore zone, light standards
should be placed at a pedestrian height (3.0 - 3.5m) to ensure safety and comfort.

Security

Lighting should be provided along pedestrian routes and at key features within the shore
zone as a deterrent to crime and vandalism.

Directional Cues

Lighting should provide directional cues and orientation for vehicular and pedestrian
movement when located in a position where it becomes a point of reference.

Design

The form of all lighting should consistently reinforce the themes established for the shore
zone. The heritage theme lighting established for Kelowna Centre (Streetscape Study,
1994) should be considered for all roads adjacent to the shore zone and for roads
designated as symbolic shore zone linkages. Special waterfront theme lighting should be
used in high-profile areas along the waterfront.

Lighting hardware should be sculptural and modestly ornate. Care must be taken to
ensure that light standards do not become “ busy” or visually distracting.

Special Features and Events

Lighting should highlight and draw attention to unique features along the shore zone.
Provision should be made for feature lighting for Christmas and other special events. The
light fixtures and standards themselves should be aesthetically pleasing and take on a
sculptural quality. Provision should be made for electrical outlets at tree bases to allow
for “Spark” or “Tivoli” lights along prominent walks.

Special lighting should be considered for the faces of buildings to highlight unique
architectural features. In certain situations, lighting on bollards can be used to create
interest in areas with otherwise limited visual appeal. Uplighting of significant trees
should be considered to add drama to the shore zone in the evening hours.
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Signage

Signs play an important role in providing public information regarding shore zone
opportunities. In order to maximize benefits from signage, the following guidelines
should be followed:

Location

Clutter and competition between signs should be avoided. Desirable views and features
should not be obstructed.

Signs must be located such that they relate to the intended function. Signage too close or
too far from features or potential hazards will fail as an informational device. Signs
should be clearly visible and be located such that future growth of vegetation will not
impede visibility.

Text

Lettering or symbols must be of appropriate size.

All messages should be kept clear, succinct, and easily understandable and the wording
should be correct for the intended message. Where messages are needed to prohibit
specific functions or behavior, the message should be presented in a positive manner.

Symbols

Internationally recognized symbols should be used. Use of symbols with lines through to
indicate inappropriate use or behavior should be avoided wherever possible.
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4.6 INNER CITY BOAT LAUNCHES

There are two boat launches within the Inner City Shore Zone area. A deep keel boat
launch is located at the foot of Queensway.  A second launch is located off of Water
Street between the Grand Hotel and the Water Street Senior’s Centre. The boat launches
provide points of interest along the foreshore and are among the few activities that
integrate upland and water uses. In practical terms, the boat launches are important to the
City of Kelowna because there are limited opportunities for boat launching within the
City and there are no other deep keel launching facilities on the east shore of Okanagan
Lake.

Until now, the boat launches have been able to co-exist reasonably well with adjacent
uses.  Growing usage of the waterfront and increased development have, however, had an
impact.  Pedestrian/vehicle conflicts are increasing and a shortage of car/boat trailer
parking has resulted in reduced usage of these facilities.  In the short-term, parking for
vehicles with boat trailers could potentially be accommodated at the temporary parking
lot west of the future Multi-Purpose facility. As densities and traffic increase and the
availability of parking for vehicles with trailers decreases, use of these boat launches will
likely be more severely compromised.

FIGURE 4.8 QUEENSWAY BOAT LAUNCH
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Future boat launch needs may need to be addressed by:

• providing a new boat launch in the Sutherland Bay area;

• relying more heavily on boat launching facilities on the west shore of Okanagan
Lake;

• increasing capacity at the Cook Road facility; and

• promoting remote storage, valet service, crane-assisted launching and other
innovative or entrepreneurial initiatives.

The deep keel boat launch at Queensway is rarely used.  It is, however, the only such
facility within Kelowna.  Its removal should, therefore, not be treated lightly.  Clearly, it
will be necessary to ensure that other means for launching deep keel boats are available
prior to removing this facility.  There are important benefits to be gained, however,
should the closure of this facility be possible.  Removal of the deep keep boat launch at
Queensway would allow for improvements to pedestrian environments and could also
increase opportunities for commercial redevelopment at Kerry Park.  Both these
outcomes would support the Inner City Shore Zone Plan goal of increasing vitality and
vibrancy along the waterfront.  Ultimately, a decision will have to made as to whether the
benefits of removing the deep keep boat launch outweigh the benefits of retention.
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5.0 The Concept Plan - Site Specific
Recommendations

This chapter summarizes concepts and recommendations applying to each subarea of the Inner
City Shore Zone.  Together, the recommendations are intended to assist in developing an active,
urban, pedestrian-oriented waterfront district that will be a community and regional asset. Site
specific plans and supporting graphics are shown in Figures 5.1 – 5.11. Figure 5.12 at the end of
this section illustrates the overall concept.

5.1 ROTARY MARSHES AT BRANDT CREEK

The Rotary Marshes are located at the northern end of the Inner City Shore Zone.  The
reclaimed marsh habitat provides a stark contrast to both existing and proposed adjacent
urban development and therefore adds to the diversity of the waterfront.  The marshes fit
appropriately within the Inner City Shore Zone and major changes are not recommended.

Minor refinements could increase usage of this area:

• additional signage
• strong gateway entrance at Sunset Drive;
• parallel parking along both sides of Sunset Drive;
• secure bicycle parking at: the Sunset Drive entrance; the interpretive shelter

between Waterfront Park Beach and the marsh; and at both entrances to the
boardwalk;

• reserved space for tour bus/transit parking on Sunset Drive if future demand
warrants this; and

• additional off-site linkages to upland areas.

Further changes should be limited to those, which would enhance marsh habitat, natural
ambiance, or visitor orientation and comfort.

FIGURE 5.1
CHARACTER IMAGE
OF ROTARY MARSH AREA
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FIGURE 5.2 AREA CONCEPT FOR ROTARY MARSHES AT BRANDT CREEK
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5.2 WATERFRONT PARK

Waterfront Park is a manicured and well-maintained park which provides an ideal open
space transition between the Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek and Kelowna’s urban core.
This large, passive reprieve within the urban core is one of the strongest open space focal
points of the Inner City Shore Zone.

To further enhance this area, action could be taken to:

• Provide additional orientation and directional signage;

• Enhance bicycle storage facilities;

• Provide shade opportunities along the beach (shade structures, a pocket of
shade trees, rental umbrellas);

• Add public art;

• Enhance the island stage in order to attract a wider range of performances.
This would include dressing rooms, lighting and sound system, on-site
toilets and drinking fountains, and seating area improvements (see Figure
5.3);

FIGURE 5.3 PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO WATERFRONT STAGE
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• Enhance animation (colourful banners along the beach walk and promenade,
wind socks along the board walk, a beach water feature which allows
children to manipulate the flow of a stream from the beach plaza to the lake
by carving channels in the sand, etc.);

• Enhance programming (programmed beach activities such as beach
volleyball, sand castle contests, ice sculpture contests, additional
performances at the island stage);

• Enhance coordination of rental kiosks in the lock area, create more uniform
architectural character or consolidate several random kiosks into one large
visitor service/rental facility;

• Add interlocking paved pedestrian crosswalk to link Rhapsody Plaza to the
proposed arena/multi-purpose facility;

• Add secure bicycle parking facilities at: both ends of the boardwalk;
entrances to internal walkways of Waterfront Park; at Rhapsody Plaza, and
along the water side of the Okanagan Grand Hotel;

• Add stairs/dock and landing area at the existing viewing platform if a water
taxi route is established along Kelowna’s waterfront; and

• Provide waterside and landside signage to inform boaters that they have
access to temporary moorage facilities in the lagoons.

There is increasing demand and private interest in expanding marina facilities in front of the
Grand Hotel just north of the Yacht Club and public boat launch. Use of this area for a
private marina should not be considered unless it can be demonstrated that the need for such
a facility provides a substantial benefit to the general public.

There is a need to better organize some of the activities that currently take place in this area
(float plane moorage, houseboat moorage, parasailing, and movement through the locks).
Most of this activity is focussed on the pier adjacent to the locks. These activities should be
organized in a manner that reduces conflicts and provides a stronger sense of order along the
waterfront. Any arrangement should be considered a short-term solution with the view that
higher and better uses may develop over a longer period of time. Expansion of water-related
activities could be considered in this area only if such would:

• maintain or enhance environmental quality along the foreshore (water quality, habitat,
contribution to non-point source pollution, etc.);

• maintain or enhance public access along the waterfront;

• enhance public access opportunities onto the water;

• be consistent with the scale, form and character of the remainder of the Inner City
Shore Zone area;
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• make use of historic symbolism;

• contribute to vibrancy, variety and vitality along the waterfront;

• preserve a westerly view corridor from Water Street (through the boat launch between
the Grand Hotel and the Water Street Senior’s Centre) across Okanagan Lake; and

• maintain site lines from the southern portion of the boardwalk at the locks across to
the eastern side of City Park along Abbott Street.

FIGURE 5.4 WATERFRONT PARK CONCEPT
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5.3 CIVIC PLAZA

The land use along the shore zone between the Okanagan Grand Hotel and Queensway
Avenue should be civic in nature to complement the emerging cultural and institutional
precinct adjacent to the waterfront.  To enhance this area, the following actions are
recommended:

• Replace the former Law Courts Building with a grand civic plaza [the civic
plaza chould include a staging area and amphitheatre for public assembly
(including provision for lighting and sound), formal ornamental gardens, a
nautical display area and/or a radial pattern of walkways to provide a strong
sense of form and order];

• Design the Civic Plaza such that when it is not being used for larger events
the plaza will be flexible enough to accommodate other uses. Some of these
uses may include:
− staging for the starting or finishing of events (e.g. running events);

− staging for smaller cultural events such as noon concerts, art displays,
etc.

− family skating in winter if technical issues related to maintaining a
clean ice surface can be resolved in a cost effective manner;

− leisure area for lunches and breaks to be enjoyed by workers in the
area;

− an observation deck for watercraft viewing;

• Make the Yacht Club area more pedestrian friendly by providing a small
plaza at the front entrance, removing the razor wire and using an alternate
form of securing the marina area, and by providing a formal walkway
between the Yacht Club and the Okanagan Grand Hotel;

• Provide a small pedestrian plaza in front of the Yacht Club;

• Provide a floating boardwalk with seating adjacent to the Yacht Club to
enable visitors to stop to enjoy the animation provided by the marina;

• Provide a sculpture park along the waterfront promenade and opportunities
for public art within the Civic Plaza;

• Consider providing a water feature within the plaza to help animate the
space and strengthen the theme of “water in public places” as set out in the
Kelowna Centre Plan; and

• Consider, as a long-term objective, reprogramming the Senior’s Centre to
uses which are responsive to the waterfront context and to uses that are more
pedestrian interactive (A suitable new location must be found before the
Senior’s Centre is used for other functions).
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Removing the former Court House and replacing it with a Civic Plaza will open up views of
the lake, provide additional public open space, and enhance public access.  In developing this
Plan, there were those who felt that a small amount of commercial activity at the northern or
southern periphery of this park might help achieve more vibrancy on a year-round basis.  A
small amount of such activity could help encourage movement along the waterfront by
providing attractions between Kerry Park and the Okanagan Grand Hotel.  It may be
possible, through permitting such facilities, to enter into partnership arrangements with
private sector commercial, recreational, cultural, or entertainment enterprises in order to
achieve public amenities (e.g. public art, washrooms, interpretive features etc.).  It is the
recommendation of this Plan that any commercial enterprise be kept to a minimal scale and
that such should only be considered if there is a significant net community benefit.  Any
proposal should be evaluated carefully against the objectives of the Inner City Shore Zone
Plan.

The Civic Plaza area can provide several important linkages to the evolving and growing
Cultural/Civic Precinct. The demand for multi-modal access will continue to grow and the
proposed removal of the former Law Courts represents the largest potential to improve
pedestrian access along the Inner City Shore Zone. Recommendations to improve access and
circulation while enhancing safety include actions to:

FIGURE 5.5 CIVIC PLAZA CONCEPT
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• Design pathways along the waterfront in a manner that considers the needs
of all users including walkers, wheelchair users, bicyclists and in-line
skaters;

• Add stair and ramp connections between the boat launch and the promenade
in front of the Okanagan Grand Hotel (this will provide more direct access
for pedestrians, bicyclists and the handicapped and can be achieved without
major impact on launching activities);

• Improve pedestrian and bicycle networks along the waterfront;

• Improve upland pedestrian and bicycle networks to reinforce a connection
between the shore zone and adjacent public facilities and cultural amenities;

• Add a strong and wide band of interlocking paving across the land side of
the boat launch to provide a visual cue that this is a pedestrian priority area;

• Flare interlocking pedestrian paving as the walkway south of the Okanagan
Grand approaches Water Street. This area should facilitate additional secure
bicycle parking;

• Add a similar paving pathway along the north side of the existing Senior’s
Centre to enhance the connection from the Smith Street pedestrian plaza and
the waterfront;

• Add a strong band of interlocking paving across Water Street to connect the
Smith Street Pedestrian Plaza to the waterfront;

• In the short-term, remove two rows of parking along the waterfront between
the Yacht Club and the Senior’s Centre (This will facilitate a walkway
connection between the boat launch and the Yacht Club, complete with a
green space buffer between parking and walkways. With the view that the
long-term goal of the Inner City Shore Zone Plan is to return the waterfront
to the pedestrian realm, it is proposed that this parking lot be ultimately
removed and replaced with public amenities which relate to the surrounding
cultural and civic context. Although a drop-off to meet Yacht Club needs
may still be required, the need for parking in this area could be
accommodated at the library parkade or the proposed parkade at the corners
of Doyle Avenue and St. Paul Street);

• Add a pedestrian plaza and enhanced pedestrian connection at the terminus
of Doyle Avenue, between Water Street and the entrance to the marina;

• Provide a continuous interlocking brick walkway along the water edge, wide
enough to accommodate all users. This will require expansion of the walk
along the water edge in front of the Yacht Club’s patio;

• Provide a focal point that can act as a “hub” of radiating walks which
provides important links to the northwest corner of the Queensway Avenue
and Water Street intersection, the bus stop in front of the Yacht Club, and
direct access across Water Street to the main doors of Kelowna City Hall.
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The design of the staging area should provide a focal point, but should not
interrupt pedestrian flow along the waterfront. Design of the staging area
should also take into consideration the opportunity to provide sound and
lighting hook-ups for events and displays;

• Enhance the walkway connection along the north side of Queensway,
between Water and Mill Streets (to strengthen the connection between the
proposed Transit Mall and the proposed public wharf). This could include
widening of the walking surface, special paving treatment and addition of of
street furniture and planting of street trees;

• Remove the parking lot adjacent to the former Law Courts/Federal Building
to facilitate pedestrian circulation and enhance the pedestrian environment
along the shore zone;

• Retain parking along the west side of Water Street for cars and tour buses;

• Retain the transit stop at the front of the Yacht Club;

• As a temporary option, provide seasonal user pay tour bus parking along the
north side of Queensway, west of Water Street. When alternate locations
have been identified, parking in this area should be removed and the area
incorporated with the Civic Plaza;

• Increase awareness of parking facilities available elsewhere in the
downtown to help mitigate the loss of parking along the waterfront (this
should include signage along the Waterfront that directs visitors to nearby
parkades);

• Ensure provision of secure and adequate bicycle parking at the following
locations:

− along the west side of Water Street, at the north and south entrances to
the Civic Plaza;

− at the south entrance to the promenade in front of the Okanagan Grand
Hotel;

− at the Kelowna Yacht Club;
− adjacent to the stage area of the Civic Plaza beside the Ornamental

Gardens;
− at the proposed Transit Mall on Queensway.

The Yacht Club plays an important role along the waterfront by providing a functional
interface and linkage between land and water-related uses.  However, the Yacht Club
building and the moorage facility area are separated by a public walkway.  In the short to
mid-term, conflicts between the need for a wider and more continuous walkway and the
desire for a stronger link between the Yacht Club building and moorage can be handled
by widening the walk along the lakeside and providing a pedestrian plaza where the
desire lines for pedestrian movement intersect.  In the long term, it would be preferable
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for the Yacht Club building to be more integrally connected to its associated moorage
facilities.

5.4 KERRY PLAZA AND THE SAILS

Future enhancement of this area should respond to the following conditions:
• Close proximity and strong relationship to the commercial “heart” of

downtown (The relationship between the downtown and Kerry Park is
strengthened by the role that the park plays as a hub of pedestrian movement.
It is important that any future development of Kerry Park reinforce the linkage
between downtown Kelowna and the waterfront.);

• Public interest in market or shopping opportunities along the waterfront;

FIGURE 5.7 CHARACTER SKETCH OF CIVIC PLAZA

FIGURE 5.6 SECTION THROUGH CIVIC PLAZA
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• Need for a hub, magnet or plaza to identify or create a strong core area (this
area links City Park, Civic Plaza, and other waterfront amenities to the
Downtown);

• Concentrated foot traffic generated by tourist and local walkers/joggers, from
City Park, Downtown, tour boats and tour buses;

• Need for variety in scale and activity levels along the waterfront as a means of
generating interest and vitality;

• The area’s history as a focal point for land/water transportation interactions;

• Need for a staging area for cultural programs and events close to downtown
(Programs in the park such as Kelowna Pride help bring people to the
downtown waterfront);

• Current undesirable use of the area and the need to ensure public safety; and

• Desire to protect view corridors from:  Bernard to the lake (and Sails across
Kerry Park to James Stuart Park (Civic Plaza); from Abbott Street to the Sails;
and from City Park to Kerry Park.

The above conditions would suggest that land uses proposed for the Kerry Park area should
encourage an integrated mix of commerce, culture, recreation and attractions for visitors and
local residents.  These uses should be organized to provide a sense of order, orientation,
access and vitality.

It is suggested that the following facilities would enhance the Kerry Park area:

• A public wharf to allow public access out onto the lake.  The wharf could also
provide:
• a permanent home for tour boats and other watercraft with historic

significance
• watercraft services such as gas, water and sewage disposal which would

need to be relocated from the existing marina  (various City and Provincial
regulations will impact fuel storage locations)

• a symbolic lighthouse to animate the waterfront in the evenings and
establish a permanent land/watermark at the heart of the Inner City Shore
Zone

• boat rental facility
• community day moorage (20 to 30 slips) and
• guest moorage for a marine pub;

• A modified parking area at the base of the deep keel boat launch should be
considered which has the flexibility of being converted into a pedestrian space
for special events or programmed markets. For the long-term, consideration
should be given to permanent removal of parking in this area and conversion
of the site into a formal market or pedestrian plaza consistent in character with
other hard surface plazas in the area;
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• An interpretive facility which focuses on shore zone heritage;

• An information and security kiosk;

• A boutique commercial enclave with complementary tourist and public
support services. If successful, commercial activity around the plaza will in its
own right be substantial enough to draw people to this area throughout the
year. The scale and location of buildings must address the size of the site,
provide a strong pedestrian scale/animation, visual transparency into the site
(and onto the lake) and respond to pedestrian desire lines. Ultimate building
design and location should not interrupt views from Bernard Avenue across
the Kerry Park site; and

• A small stage and amphitheater for impromptu and programmed events (this
would allow for the continuation of Kelowna Pride activities).

The ultimate design of this subarea will in some measure depend on whether the Royal Trust
building (at the corner of Bernard Avenue and Mill Street) remains at its current location.  The
objectives of the Inner City Shore Zone Plan can be best realized if the building is removed and
replaced with a structure that  is more compatible with the proposed adjacent plaza/public wharf.
Removal of the building would also allow for enhanced lake views from Bernard Avenue.

FIGURE 5.8

KERRY PLAZA CONCEPT
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It is proposed that the redevelopment of Kerry Plaza be pursued through public/private sector
partnerships.

In order to maximize usage of new facilities, it will be important to ensure pedestrians,
cyclists, cars and buses can easily access the area.  The following improvements are
suggested to fulfill this objective:

• Provide paths radiating from the central stage area to provide meaningful
linkages between the Sails plaza, the Bernard Avenue commercial area,
Queensway Avenue (City Hall and the proposed Transit Station), the
proposed public wharf, and the proposed civic plaza;

• Provide direct and significant visual and physical pedestrian access from the
northwest corner of Bernard Avenue and Mill Street to the centre of Kerry
Park;

• Modify the waterfront walkway in a manner that creates a smooth and
curvilinear alignment;

• Construct a hard surface plaza covering the majority of the site (this will
address  the urban context of Kerry Park and the anticipated high levels of
foot traffic);

• Provide bicycle parking at the foot of Bernard Avenue and at the south side of
Kerry Park;

• Utilize site design and architecture of buildings around Kerry Park to frame
the plaza and create “symbolic gateway entrances” into and along the
waterfront (Buildings should not appear to be backing onto any open space);

• Ensure service vehicle access is retained throughout the site;

• Enhance pedestrian movement along the water’s edge behind the Sails
Fountain by cutting back and relocating the stairs from behind to the side of
the fountain;

• Symbolically widen the Sails plaza by carrying the brick paving materials and
pattern across the intersection of Abbott Street and Bernard Avenue (This will
also psychologically place a high priority on pedestrian use at this corner and
warn motorists to use caution);

• Consider removing the existing parking along the south side of the Abbott
Street/Bernard Avenue intersection (This would enhance the entire pedestrian
environment at this heavily used corner and improve the pedestrian
connection between the downtown area and the shore zone.);

• Preserve a water taxi docking and loading area along the wharf to provide for
possible future demand for such an amenity;

• Provide for a shuttle bus drop-off area;
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• Relocate marina facilities now located off the north side of Kerry Park to the
new public wharf once the public wharf is constructed. At the new public
wharf, incorporate watercraft services, rentals, day guest use for visitors from
other regions of Lake Okanagan, and marine pub moorage;

• Enlarge and strengthen the symbolic entrance and gateway into City Park;

• Consider, for the short-term, making Mill Street a “Parking Street” by closing
the street to through traffic, reducing the width of travel lanes and increasing
parking by providing angle stalls. A pedestrian-friendly surface should be
considered for the driving areas;

• Consider, for the long-term, closing Mill Street altogether. This would
increase the pedestrian realm in the area, provide more space for the plaza and
enhance the sight line connection between Bernard Avenue and the Civic
Plaza at James Stuart Park. Traffic impact would have to be carefully
evaluated before such as step is taken.  Access for service vehicles will need
to be retained. This street closure would require input by and support from
affected commercial owners; and

• Evaluate, at some future point, the merits of changing traffic patterns at the
west terminus of Bernard Avenue. [This could significantly enhance the
pedestrian environment in this area. Changes would, however, have
substantial implications on downtown traffic circulation patterns. Changes to
traffic circulation may be perceived negatively by those operating businesses
in the affected area. Elimination of through traffic could also exacerbate
undesirable activities currently taking place at Kerry Park. Such an option
should therefore only be contemplated if the anticipated advantages would
outweigh possible disadvantages. Changes should be pursued only in
conjunction with a broader traffic study and dialogue with the affected
parties.]

FIGURE 5.9 FESTIVAL MARKET CHARACTER IMAGE
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5.5 THE NORTH SHORE OF CITY PARK

The City of Kelowna has identified the need to revisit the planning and programming of
City Park.  That work will be undertaken separately from the Inner City Shore Zone Plan.
Since City Park will be the subject of further, more detailed study,  the Inner City Shore
Zone Plan provides recommendations for the North Shore of City Park only to the point
of addressing how this area might best relate to the rest of the Inner City Shore Zone.

The recommendations which follow respond to the opportunity of providing a stronger
connection between City Park and the Inner City Shore Zone and providing a more
comprehensive and uniform approach to the waterfront along a contiguous walkway and
viewscape.  Enhancements which might be considered in any future Master Plan process
for City Park include:

• Installing a viewing platform to allow views of Kelowna’s waterfront skyline
and mountain backdrop;

• Adding an interpretive facility which focuses on the natural history of
Okanagan Lake and surrounding land forms;

• Providing waterside activities along Cold Sands Beach (west of the restaurant)
including fixed floating rafts, diving platforms, steps descending into the lake,
etc. (if safety and liability can be addressed);

• Foregoing beach use of Cold Sands beach (east of the existing restaurant) due
to the potential boating activity in the area of the proposed wharf (tour boats
and day use moorage for visitors and users of a marina pub); and

• Installing a promenade similar in design to the one in front of the Grand
Okanagan Hotel. This would provide a strong and inviting entrance into City
Park and provide a transition between the informal landscape of the park and
the formal architecture in the adjacent commercial core;

FIGURE 5.10 SECTION THROUGH KERRY PLAZA
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• Programming the existing restaurant building to provide alternate or
additional uses which will ensure that this facility becomes a stronger activity
generator over longer periods of the year; and

• Formalizing kiosks for sales of art along the waterfront promenade as a
transitional commercial use between downtown and passive park use. Some
opposition to kiosks for art in City Park was noted at a public open house exit
survey. However, general support in the survey was strong.

Potential improvements to access and circulation in this area focus on strengthening the link
and synergy between activities in City Park and those along the Inner City Shore Zone. The
future Master Plan should consider:

FIGURE 5.11 CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CITY PARK
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• Increasing the width of paving to enhance the grandeur and formality of the
walk and to accommodate the anticipated amount of pedestrian/bike
movement and in-line skating..  A promenade which balances and reflects the
paving character of the promenade at Waterfront Park (in front of the
Okanagan Grand Hotel).  The promenade should connect the Sails fountain to
the restaurant/café within City Park;

• Animation of the walkway by installing banners or lake side wind socks;

• A walkway to connect the cenotaph to the promenade;

• An enhanced plaza/gathering place along the lake side of the restaurant to act
as a stronger hub.  This will connect the waterfront walk to internal park
activities such as the children’s water/skateboard park and the lawn bowling
facility;

• Improvement of pedestrian linkages between the lawn bowling facility and the
children’s water/skateboard park;

• A direct pedestrian access to the prominent point at the northwest end of City
Park. This should include a board walk with seating that focuses views back
on Kelowna’s urban waterfront and provides panoramic views of lake
activities;

• A direct pedestrian link from the point at the northwest end of the park to the
children’s water/skateboard park;

• Improved bicycle parking at the following locations along the north shore of
City Park:

− at the entrance to City Park southwest of the Sails plaza
− at the restaurant/café/confectionery amenity
− at the northwest point of the park;

• A water taxi drop-off facility at the restaurant/café/food concession;

• Alleviating congestion and traffic conflicts at the base of Bernard Avenue by
moving tour bus traffic to unused transit transfer zones along Ellis Street and
Bernard (when the transit mall is completed on Queensway Avenue) and
along the west side of Water Street; and

• Continuation of walkway paving patterns, colours and character established
for the Inner City Shore Zone along both sides of Abbott Street to strengthen
the connection between activities along the street and the shore zone.
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6.0     A Plan for Action

This section describes strategies and actions for implementing the concepts presented in the
Inner City Shore Zone Concept Plan.

6.1 OVERALL STRATEGY

The intent of the proposed Inner City Shore Zone Concept Plan is to be flexible so that
implementation can take place, over time, in response to market conditions, public
interest, availability of public and/or private funding and any yet-to-be-identified
opportunities. The overall goals are:

• to provide, as soon as possible, a continuous pathway link along the entire Inner City
waterfront;

• to achieve a critical mass of attractions along the waterfront to bring the greatest
number of people to the shore zone and then to draw them along the waterfront; and

• to create opportunities that will encourage public and private investment.

The overall strategy is to develop a series of catalyst projects along the shore zone and
take advantage of the momentum created by recent developments such as Waterfront
Park and the Rotary Marshes.  The implementation strategy outlined in the following
section focuses on circulation/access issues and public places/amenities.

6.2 IMPLEMENTATION AND PHASING CRITERIA

Implementation of this Plan will take place over a number of years. Realization of
recommendations will be dependant on a number of factors, some of which cannot be
predicted at this time (future budget allocations, property acquisitions, level of private
sector interest, etc.). Given information available in 1998, the following prioritization
schedule has been prepared. As with any plan, new circumstances may force changes.

• Walkway Connection (from the Grand Hotel to the deep keel boat launch)

This would include a stair/ramp connection at the south end of the Grand Hotel, a
continuous walkway from the Grand Hotel to the parking lot of the deep keel Boat
launch, retaining wall re-alignments and improvements at the water’s edge, lighting,
bollards and site furniture, soft landscaping, a small plaza at the Yacht Club/walkway

Short-Term Priorities (0 - 5 years)
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interface and walkway connections from the waterfront to Water Street at the Yacht
Club and the Seniors Centre. A boardwalk at the Yacht Club is also proposed.

• Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek

Improvements could include an entrance feature and orientation signage at Sunset
Drive, bicycle storage facilities, and a wetland interpretive station.

• Island Stage

Improvements could include change rooms, lighting and sound system, washrooms,
drinking fountains and improved seating.

• Promenade at the Grand Hotel

Improvements could include reorganization of waterside activities to reduce conflicts
and enhanced signage to encourage public boat use and public moorage in the
lagoons.

• Off-Site Linkages

Improvements could include completion of the Smith Street Plaza from the library
parkade to the boat launch; the north/south pedestrian connection from the library
parkade to Rhapsody Plaza, and widened sidewalks, street tree planting and site
furniture to strengthen the link from the Transit Mall to James Stuart Park (Civic
Plaza).

• Yacht Club

Site improvements should be undertaken to provide a more friendly pedestrian
environment, and enhancement of the moorage entrance (in the long-term,
replacement and relocation of the building should be considered).

• Sails Plaza

This area should be enhanced with improvements to the waterside retaining wall,
increasing the walkway width between the Sails Fountain and the lake by
reorganizing the steps.

• Tour Bus Drop-off

Additional tour bus parking should be provided on Queensway west of Water Street
as a temporary means to reduce congestion at the sails. This parking should be
relocated when more suitable alternatives are identified.
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• Signage

Signage should be added to provide feature identification and direction along the
entire Inner City Shore Zone.

• Public Art

Public art should be installed in association with public facilities and coordinated by
the City of Kelowna’s Arts and Culture Development Officer.

• Kerry Park and Public Wharf

Detailed design guidelines should be prepared for the Wharf, the plaza, architectural
and landscape elements; and a strategy should be created for encouraging a
private/public partnership development plan.

• Parkade Development

Additional parkades should be developed (including redevelopment and expansion of
the Chapman parkade at the corner of Water Street and Lawrence Avenue and a new
parkade at the corner of Doyle Avenue and St. Paul Street).

• Off-site Linkages

Improvements should include enhanced sidewalk surfacing, tree planting and site
furniture along Doyle Avenue to strengthen the connection between the new parkade
and the Yacht Club; and greenway development through the CN lands to connect
Knox Mountain to Rotary Marshes at Brandt Creek.

• Kerry Park and Public Wharf

Improvements should include an urban plaza, public wharf and related commercial,
tourist and recreational opportunities. This may include removal and relocation of
parking at the base of Queensway Avenue.

• James Stuart Park  (Civic Plaza)

Improvements should include development of a civic plaza, connecting walkways,
formal gardens, possibly a stage area (with lighting and sound), an amphitheatre and
related landscape treatment.

Mid-Term Priorities (6 - 15 years)
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• Interpretive Station

Improvements should include development of an interpretive station at the base of
Queensway Avenue which will tell the story of early urban development along
Kelowna’s foreshore.

• Public Art

Improvements should include continued development of public art along the
foreshore.

• Signage

Improvements should include continued installation of entry and directional signage
along the foreshore.

• Seniors’ Centre

Relocation of Seniors’ Centre and reprogramming of the building to more appropriate
commercial or cultural activities along the water’s edge.

• Yacht Club

Replacement of the existing Yacht Club building and relocation in a manner that
enhances walkway circulation and places the building in closer proximity to moorage.

6.3 ESTIMATED COSTS FOR SHORT-TERM PRIORITIES

Where possible, “implementation costs” have been estimated for short-term priorities (0 -
5 years time frame). Because the details of the proposed developments have yet to be
established, the following estimates can only be used to gain an appreciation of the
relative order of magnitude of each project.

Long-Term Priorities (15 years +)
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Proposed Development
Estimated

Cost Comments

1. Walkway from the
Grand Okanagan Hotel
to the deep keel boat
launch.

$975,000 Walkway surface, retaining walls and
retaining wall relocation, improvements
to the water’s edge, lighting bollards, site
furniture, bicycle racks, signage, soft
landscaping and trees, a plaza at the
Yacht Club, and a boardwalk.

2. Further enhancement of
Rotary Marsh at Brandt
Creek.

$15,000 Entrance/gateway feature, orientation
signage, bicycle storage facilities.

3. Enhancement of Island
Stage

$350,000 Larger changerooms, lighting, sound
system, washrooms, drinking fountains,
formal seating. (Improvement costs may
be offset in part or total by corporate
sponsorship).

4. Bay area  behind the
Grand Okanagan Hotel.

Cannot be
estimated

at this time

Plans are not in place at this time.
However, it is anticipated that
improvement costs will be offset by
income generated by leases.

5. Off-site pedestrian
linkages.

$2,600,000 Internal Plaza between Doyle Avenue
and Cawston Avenue, a connection from
Water Street to the waterfront at the
Senior’s Centre, and streetscape
improvements on Queensway from the
Transit Mall to James Stuart Park.

6. Site improvements to
the Yacht Club.

N/A Improvements to make the facility more
pedestrian friendly (removal of razor
wire, enhanced gateway feature to
moorage, etc.)

7. Pedestrian
improvements at the
Sails Plaza

$40,000 Relocate steps at the fountain and widen
walkway along the water’s edge.
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Proposed Development
Estimated

Cost Comments

8. Tour bus drop-off on
Queensway.

Not
estimated

at this time

Further details need to be resolved before
costs can be estimated.

9. Signage $35,000 Identification and directional signage
along the waterfront and streets leading
to the waterfront.

10. Public Art $50,000 Allowance for $10,000/year over 5 years
to provide public art along the
waterfront.

11. Kerry Park Area Cannot be
estimated

at this time

Many details need to be resolved and
plans need to be refined before ultimate
phasing and costing can be estimated.

6.4 POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES

This section identifies potential revenue and funding sources for the development of
public amenities along the Inner City Shore Zone. The intent is not to recommend one
preferred method of facilitating implementation of the Shore Zone, but rather to note a
variety of options.

6.4.1 Taxation Methods

6.4.1.1 General Taxation

The municipality uses funds from general taxation revenues to support
leisure and parks services. Drawing funds from general taxation is the
basic, standard method of funding used in most municipalities. However,
municipalities throughout the BC, Canada, and North America are
experiencing increasing resistance to property tax increases. Local
governments are having to examine alternative sources of funding and
alternative methods of delivering services.

6.4.1.2 Dedicated Taxation

Dedicated taxation means that a portion of property tax revenues are
dedicated to a specific purpose. For example, a 5% increase in taxes could
go specifically towards construction of new walkways in one year.
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Dedicated taxation could be the result of a referendum mandate. A specific
loan authorization bylaw could also be seen as a form of dedicated
taxation.

6.4.2 Development Driven Methods

6.4.2.1 Development Cost Charges

Development Cost Charges are those levies adopted by bylaw which are
required to be paid by new development to assist with the financing of
major off-site services necessary to accommodate new growth.
Development Cost Charge revenue can be used to purchase parkland that
will service new development.

6.4.2.2 Parkland Dedication

The City, at its option, may require a developer to dedicate, for park, up to
5% of the land to be subdivided.  If this option is to be pursued, the City’s
Official Community Plan must specify the location of required parkland.
The developer who dedicates land will receive credit for the
neighbourhood park component of the Development Cost Charge.  This
provision is subject to Municipal Affairs approval and differs from the
City’s current approach.

6.4.2.3 Density Bonus

Municipalities can provide density bonuses in return for the conservation
or provision of amenities.  “Amenities” could be interpreted to include a
wide range of park land and facilities (the amenities do not necessarily
have to be located on the same land as the development).  “Amenities”
could also include money provided for park land and facilities.

6.4.3 Partnerships

6.4.3.1 Public Private Partnerships

The term “public private partnerships” (P3) is broad in scope and tends to
be used differently by different people. A P3 is, in general terms, any
long-term, cooperative venture between public and private sector
organizations for the purpose of achieving specific business objectives by
maximizing the effectiveness of each participant’s resources.

In the local government context, the P3 approach usually entails a long-
term agreement between the local government and a private sector
organization for the purpose of providing public services which fall under
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the mandate of municipalities as provided for in the Municipal Act.  The
potential range of services is broad, including infrastructure services (e.g.
water and sewer facilities), recreation facilities and services (e.g. arenas,
recreation complexes) and civic buildings.

6.4.3.2 Community Partnerships

Community partnerships are partnerships between the municipality and
non-profit groups. They can take many forms and can provide a wide
range of facilities and services. Examples of groups that can get involved
include:

• youth groups
• residents associations
• foundations
• societies
• environmental and naturalist

groups

• professional groups
• seniors associations
• sporting groups
• service clubs

The partnerships can be tailored to draw on the skills that each group can
offer. Examples of goals of community partnerships for leisure and parks
are:

• To provide community development opportunities.
• To provide opportunities for groups to share resources.
• To support effective and efficient use of municipal staff and resources.
• To increase the potential for expanded representation, a higher profile

and stronger voice for community services.
• To maintain program flexibility.
• To create prototype projects and build on success.

6.4.4 Increased Revenue Generation

Leisure and Parks Services  departments could take steps to increase revenue
generation. Steps could include the following:

• Providing different programs and services that generate higher levels of
revenue. A few examples include preparing travel packages (trips, tours,
excursions), planning and organizing large group events, organizing profitable
exhibitions, and staging concerts. The possible ideas are limitless. The
community could identify the more profitable activities based on experiences
in other areas.
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• Increasing the utilization of existing programs through effective marketing
techniques to enhance profitability.

• Considering eliminating programs that are significant money losers.
• Taking full advantage of grants from Federal, Provincial, and other sources.
• Charging for commercial filming or photography in municipal facilities.

6.4.5 Corporate Donations and Investments

Corporate donations are often made with little expectation of a return or gain for
the corporation. Corporate investments, on the other hand, include contributions
that do result in some form of  gains, benefits or financial returns. Often corporate
donations and investments are the same thing, the difference is in how they are
promoted. Corporations are most likely to make investments where they see some
tangible benefit for them.

Corporate donations can take the form of money, equipment, material, and staff
resources. The benefits include community improvements, enhanced employee
morale, and an enhanced image.

• recognition in public service announcements
• recognition in news releases, news letters and brochures
• tax deductions
• plaques
• sponsor boards
• rights to promote and sell goods and services at an event
• rights to test market goods and services at events and facilities
• rights to place corporate ads in calendars and guides
• rights to place signs at venues
• rights to have the corporate name form part of the facility name, e.g. GM

Place
• recognition in event titles

Some specific examples include:

• finding printers to sponsor production of booklets, posters, guides, and
calendars

• carefully targeting corporations with matching interests to sponsor specific
festivals, community events, and programs

• holding high profile events such as corporate golf outings, or gala dinners
• convincing corporations to adopt a park, trail, greenway, recreation facility,

etc.
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6.4.6 Community Fund Raising

Community fund raising includes fund raising directed at residents of the
community.  The municipality can undertake the fund raising efforts directly or
act as a facilitator with community groups.

Community fund raising can take innumerable forms. A very few examples of
these include:

• selling named bricks, tiles, seats, benches, fountains, trees, plaques;
• selling metres, steps, ‘fish’, ‘birds’, ‘branches’;
• holding fundraising events such as dinners, auctions, races, carnivals;
• canvassing door to door for donations.

6.4.7 Bequests and Gifts

A municipality can accept gifts and bequests of land, money, and other property.
A primary source is through bequests in wills. The municipality can actively
encourage bequests by holding wills clinics and seminars, offering free legal
advice, and making special invitations to specific people. The local government
can also hold seminars for lawyers, bank trust officers, accountants, and tax
consultants to let them know about options for planned giving to the municipality.
By example, the City of  St. Petersburg had over two million dollars pledged in
wills to the City in the first three years after holding a wills seminar for
professionals.
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Appendix A
Objectives of the City of Kelowna Official Community Plan Related to the Inner City Shore
Zone

• Shore Zone objectives, including:

- reduce conflicts between users;
- reduce impediments to waterfront views;
- reduce environmental degradation;
- restore and enhance natural habitat areas;
- pursue continuous pedestrian access along the waterfront.

• Urban form and design objectives for Urban Town Centres along the waterfront,
including:

- reduce building height as development approaches waterfront;
- ensure a 120 degree panoramic sight line of the lake for all developments;
- promote strong transit orientation;
- promote greenway connections and bike paths;
- create pedestrian friendly street network and sidewalk facilities to encourage

pedestrian activities;
- work towards high quality open space.

• OCP Transportation objectives, including:

- increase emphasis on managing demand for roads and parking;
- encourage efficient modes of transportation such as transit, bicycling and

walking;

• OCP Commercial and Tourism objectives, including:

- sustain the economic viability of the downtown core;
- increase the attractiveness of Kelowna as a tourist destination;
- increase employment generated by tourism;
- increase tourist activity into shoulder seasons.

• OCP Social objectives, including:

- work towards creating safe communities;
- sustain the viability of the arts and cultural community.
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• OCP Leisure Service objectives, including:

- ensure the “greening” of Kelowna for the future;
- meet guidelines for linear park development;
- enhance quality of life by providing a variety of leisure opportunities;
- develop recreational facilities that are acceptable and sensitive to the 

needs of people of all ages and social groups;
- encourage a strong arts and cultural community;
- protect and enhance natural features and environmentally sensitive areas.

• OCP City Utility objectives, including objectives for:

- sanitary sewers;
- potable water;
- drainage.

• OCP Heritage objectives, including:

- raise awareness and support of heritage issues;
- initiate partnerships between heritage stakeholders.

City of Kelowna Okanagan Lake Shore Zone Plan

This comprehensive planning document provides a valuable big picture framework within which
more detailed planning and design decisions for the Inner City Shore Zone can be made. The
Okanagan Lake Shore Zone Plan deals with the following issues related to the inner city:

• The shore zone environment.
• Public access along the lake.
• Beaches and parks.
• Water craft and associated facilities.
• Private docks.
• Upland development.
• Shore zone management.
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The Goals of the Kelowna Downtown Plan

The Kelowna Downtown Plan has not yet been completed.  However, the goals for establishing
the plan are in place. The following are items relevant to the Inner City Shore Zone Concept
Plan:

• Urban design and landscape

- enhance the attractiveness of the downtown to prospective businesses, local
customers, and visitors;

- create more public space, parks and meeting areas;
- create “special places”;
- promote pedestrian friendliness and connectivity along streets.

• Heritage preservation

- protect significant heritage resources and incorporate historic buildings into the
urban fabric of downtown Kelowna.

• Economic development and business enhancement

- make Kelowna a vibrant place for businesses, local residents and visitors.

• Transportation/mobility/traffic demand

- make downtown safe, easy and user friendly for pedestrian movement;
- make access into and within downtown conducive to business retention and

redevelopment;
- provide direct access to parking;
- facilitate and encourage alternate forms of transportation.

• Parking management

- ensure that the current and future parking supply can be optimally used to
accommodate demand for day, night, weekend and special events;

- ensure that parking resources are co-ordinated with public transit and public
information initiatives.

• Environment, parks, and open space

- blend an aesthetically pleasing street environment and a variety of public parks,
plazas and activity areas;
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- continue using City Park and Kerry Park as valued resources for programmed
festivals, events, casual recreation and simple respite from daily activity in the
core.

• Social environment

- create a safe, secure and enjoyable environment for those living in, visiting or
working downtown.

• Renewal and revitalization

- recognize special opportunities for future renewal and revitalization efforts.

• Culture and art

- increase the presence and quality of public art and cultural events in and around
the downtown core.

Sutherland Bay Concept Plan

The goal of this plan is to maximize the opportunity for public use and enjoyment of the shore
zone at Sutherland Bay.

The Sutherland Bay plan area is directly north of the Inner City Shore Zone plan area. Direct and
continuous waterfront and landbased access between the two areas is hindered by:

• Private residential ownership of upland property in the area of Manhattan Point.
• Riverside Forest Products’ ownership of the upland property between Manhattan Point

and Sutherland Bay.

Interim and alternate connections between the Inner City Shore Zone and Sutherland Bay can be
provided by:

• Enhanced and “symbolic” greenway connections along upland sidewalk and street
networks.

• A possible greenway connection along Brandt’s Creek as it passes through the C.N.
properties.
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Kelowna’s Social Plan

The City’s Social Plan does not specifically address issues related to the Inner City Shore Zone
area. Instead it covers the community as a whole.  Objectives and strategies identify the
following areas of concern:  accessibility, arts and culture, child care, community development,
crime prevention, education, employment, health, housing and human rights.

Key social issues associated with the Inner City Shore Zone include:

• homelessness/transient population;
• prostitution;
• youth issues (drugs, unemployment, loitering, etc.) and need for drop-in centre;
• begging and pan-handling;
• crime prevention (business “watches”/downtown patrol);
• need for more play places/pedestrian friendliness;
• encouragement of public art, events and festivals while still maintaining the ability of

residents and tourists to gain access to the waterfront;
• graffiti problem.

Kelowna Downtown Facade Guidelines

The guidelines provide design criteria to supplement the City’s Zoning Bylaw and Official
Community Plan.  Some of the guidelines are of a generic nature and others are specific to
particular sections of the downtown.

Kelowna Centre Plan (1992)

Much of the land within the Inner City Shore Zone falls within the area covered by the Kelowna
Centre Plan. Because much of the Inner City Shore Zone is in public ownership, the City has a
unique opportunity to revitalize and manage Kelowna’s most heavily used shore zone area.  The
Kelowna Centre Plan’s Vision Statement encompassed a number of key design principles which
will affect the Shore Zone Plan.  The design principles focussed on meeting objectives in the
following areas:

• vitality and activity
• diversity in use and built form
• complementarity in use
• downtown image
• people place

• an image of greenery and water
• heritage
• sense of permanence
• distinctively Okanagan
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The Kelowna Centre Plan dealt with five sub-areas. Each of these areas was seen as serving a
distinct purpose and included a variety of sub-components supporting the main use. The main
sub-areas and components are listed below:

• Civic Gardens/Square - expanded City Hall and Museum, retained Memorial Arena and
government office building development on Ellis Street in a park like setting

• Government/Cultural Precinct - Performing Arts Centre, Law Courts, Library Complex,
expanded RCMP Detachment Building, office/mixed use buildings, Health Building, parkade

• Tourist Commercial/Multiple Family Residential (or Proposed Multiplex) - Laurel Packing
House, Art Gallery, Specialty Retail, Hotels, Multiple Family Residential (or Proposed
Multiplex)

• Retail/office commercial east of Ellis Street
• Waterfront area improvements and removal of Provincial Government Building

Streetscape Improvement Study (1994)

The Streetscape Improvement Study builds on the direction established by the Kelowna Centre
Plan as well as other downtown revitalization initiatives.  The study focuses on:

• the design/ materials used for the waterfront
• streetscape improvements
• the internal pedestrian plaza network

North End Neighbourhood Structure Plan (1994)

The North End Neighbourhood Structure Plan was guided by the following objectives:

• to maintain the existing diversity and integration of land uses
• to provide for increased densities in selected areas
• to maintain a significant employment area
• to retain stable and viable single family neighbourhoods
• to encourage the redevelopment of rail yards
• to provide for the protection, enhancement and expansion of parks, open spaces, and

environmentally sensitive areas
• to improve the transportation network

Of particular interest in developing plans for the Inner City Shore Zone will be the need to
provide a greenway connection from the Rotary Marshes at Brandt’s Creek through the North
End to other city amenities such as Sutherland Bay, Knox Mountain, Paul’s Tomb and the
Glenmore Highlands.
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North Central Area Plan (1993)

The general land use pattern approved by the City for the North Central Area Plan was later
adopted in the Official Community Plan. The North Central Area land uses are a mix of low,
medium and high density residential, as well as institutional and commercial.

A key issue related to the North Central Area Plan is the need to provide meaningful pedestrian
linkages for those wishing to access the shore zone from the North Central neighbourhood.

City of Kelowna Transportation Plan (1994 - 2013)

This study was undertaken to develop and calibrate a transportation model for the City; to review
the existing transportation systems; and to make recommendations about a future transportation
system. With respect to the future transportation system, the principle policies which will impact
on the Inner City Shore Zone include:

• The City will consider reduction of on-site parking requirements for developments in Town
Centre areas, in combination with cash-in-lieu payment provisions toward centralized
parking facilities in those areas, to encourage use of alternative transportation modes.

• The City will, in cooperation with private land owners, participate in the acquisition and
development of land to provide municipal parking facilities in Town Centre areas where
existing or projected parking deficiencies cannot be eliminated through other measures.

• The City will encourage the development of pedestrian routes to link all major open spaces,
schools, other public institutions and large activity areas within the City.

• The City will accommodate Bicycle use in Kelowna in two ways: 1) by a series of bicycle
lanes, routes and paths extending from the existing network to serve a wide variety of
utilitarian and recreational cycling, and 2) more informal, recreation-oriented cycling
occurring on all other public road rights-of-ways, open spaces and trail systems in the City.

• The City will require inclusion of bicycle support facilities such as bicycle parking devices
and showers at major destinations, institutions and work places as part of project
development, expansion or redevelopment.

• The City will require that sidewalks be provided on all streets (except industrial) intended for
the operation of public transportation services, and walkways and pathways should be
constructed in appropriate locations to increase the accessibility to transportation facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists.

• The City will consider the use of park and ride, bike lockers, integrated terminals and public
awareness strategies to encourage the use of public transit.
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• The City will ensure that adequate signage is provided to municipal parking facilities in order
to direct the public to available parking areas.

• The City will coordinate decisions relating to the planning, design and operation of on-street
and off-street municipal parking with the business community in Town Centre areas.

• The City will explore incentives and other measures which will promote the use of public
transportation, bicycles, and walking as alternative modes to the private automobile.

• The City will generally permit on-street parking on arterials within Town Centre areas where
essential to providing adequate short-term parking for commercial businesses.

Highway 97/Downtown Kelowna Traffic Plan

The Highway 97/Downtown Kelowna Traffic Plan includes the following recommendations
impacting on the Inner City Shore Zone Study area:

• Development of a one-way couplet system (converting Water Street to one-way traffic
southbound and Richter Street northbound)

• Elimination of parking on the east side of Water Street when the couplet system is put in
place

• Provision of pedestrian signals on Water Street at Cawston Avenue and Queensway

• Provision of a bicycle lane on both sides of Water Street and a bicycle path in City Park
paralleling Abbott Street and Highway 97 from Abbott Street to the bridge

• Provision of a transit exchange terminal on Queensway between Pandosy Street and Ellis
Street

• Provisional additional traffic signage on Water Street and main routes into the downtown to
direct traffic to parking facilities and significant destinations such as Waterfront Park, City
Hall, the Art Gallery, the proposed Multiplex, etc.

Kelowna Multi-Purpose Development - Traffic and Parking Study

The Kelowna Multi-Purpose Development Traffic and Parking Study included the following
recommendations impacting on the Inner City Shore Zone Study area:

• The provision of 200 new parking stalls in close proximity to the Multi-Purpose Facility.
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• A no-parking prohibition on both sides of Water Street and Clement Avenue in the vicinity
of the Multi-purpose site to ensure maximum safety to pedestrians walking to and from
events.

• Sidewalks along the west and south sides of the site, (i.e. Water Street and Cawston Avenue),
should be seven meters wide while those along the Clement and Ellis Street side of the site
should be a minimum of four meters in width.

• Sidewalks should be a minimum of three metres wide in the following areas:

− Water Street from Clement Avenue to Doyle Avenue
− Ellis Street from Clement Avenue to Doyle Avenue
− Clement Avenue from Water Street to Richter Street; and
− Cawston Avenue from Ellis Street to Richter Street

• Changes to street signage in the vicinity of the facility should include:

− Changing signs on all publicly owned parking lots to allow general public parking on
evenings and weekends

− Organizing and controlling parking in private parking facilities during evening and
weekend events

− Erecting signs on downtown streets directing vehicles to public parking lots
− Erecting “restricted parking” signs on Water Street and Clement Avenue
− Designating Cawston Avenue for buses and HandiDarts during events


